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Gentlemen: 
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SURRY POWER STATION AND 
NORTH ANNA POWER STATION 

RESPONSE TO GENERIC LETTER 81-04 

Generic Letter 81-04, 11Emergency Procedures and Training for Station Blackout 
Events", dated February 25, 1981, identifies the NRC Staff's concern that 
operating reactor licensees may not be adequately prepared to deal with the 
total loss of all AC power (Station Blackout) event. In order to respond to 
this concern, Vepco has reviewed its operating, abnormal, and emergency 
procedures and our current opeiator training programs to assess the current 
level of preparedness for such an event. The results of our review are 
provided in Attachments_ 1 and 2 for the North Anna and Surry Power Stations, 
respectively. 

Our responses specifically address the considerations provided in Generic 
Letter 81-04. In general, we feel that Vepco is adequately prepared via our: 
existing procedures and training programs for the station blackout event. We 
are, however, continuing to follow the generic event (Unreviewed Safety Issue 
A-44) and are actively participating in the development of additional proce
dure guidelines for the station blackout event by the Westinghouse Owners 
Group. Modifications to procedures and training programs will be made if 
information from these activities identifies the need for such changes. 
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If you have any questions regarding this information or require additional 
information on this subject, please contact this office at your convenience. 
The information contained in the attached pages is true and accurate to the 
best of my knowledge and belief. 

Attachment 

City of Richmond 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
Acknowledged before me this 3,,.-4( day o~, 19'¥ i 

~ (2, 'J}zc~ 
Notary Public 

My Commission expires: 19 g.::, 

cc: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Director 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
Region II 

Mr. Steven A. Varga, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch No. 1 
Division of Licensing 

Mr. Robert A. Clark, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch No. 3 
Division of Licensing 

-

Very truly yours, 

/J(<~ 
B. R. Sylvia 

Manager - Nuclear 
Operations and Maintenance 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION 
UNITS NO. 1 AND NO. 2 

RESPONSE TO NRC GENERIC LETTER 81-04 
(EMERGENCY PROCEDURES AND TRAINING FOR STATION BLACKOUT EVENTS) 

The actions necessary and equipment available to maintain the cool
ant inventory and heat removal with only DC power available, includ
ing consideration of the unavailability of auxiliary systems such as 
ventilation and component cooling. 

RESPONSE: With only DC power available and no emergency diesels or off site 
power available, heat removal can be maintained even considering the 
loss. of AC power to component cooling or any other auxiliary 
systems. 

For heat removal after such a loss of AC power, the steam driven 
auxiliary feed pump would be available to feed at first one gener
ator, and then after a manual lineup in accordance with the appro
priate abnormal procedure, all three steam generators. All heat 
release would be accomplished by manually throttling atmospheric 
steam dumps. Further cooldown via natural circulation or main
taining the plant in a known condition would depend on the 
severity of the situation and the expected availability of AC. 

Training has been conducted with all licensed operators via a spe
cial test to illustrate natural circulation being maintained under 
steady conditions while maintaining steam generator level with the 
steam driven auxiliary feed pump, given a simulated loss of offsite 
and onsite AC power. Furthermore, annual requalification simulator 
sessions include the consideration of station blackout (loss of all 
AC power) with· decay heat removal being accomplished by natural 
circulation and the steam driven auxiliary feedwater system. 

Considering a loss of AC on one unit only, long term primary coolant 
inventory could be maintained in the affected unit with a charging 
pump from the opposite unit via the charging pump cross connect. 
This cross connect, designed and analyzed for protection from a 
single fire disabling all three charging pumps for one unit, could 
be manually valved in with existing abnormal procedures. One 
charging pump operating on the cross connect is adequate to main
tain primary water inventory and seal injection for both units. 
Seal injection on the affected unit's reactor coolant pumps will be 
reestablished slowly and according to procedure. 

If both units experience a loss of all AC power, primary coolant 
inventory could not be maintained. It is anticipated, however, 
that approximately 14 hours would be available until core uncovery 
could occur assuming a credible leakage rate from the primary 
system. 
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ITEM B: The estimated time available to restore AC power and its basis. 

RESPONSE: With regard to heat removal capability via the steam driven 
auxiliary feedwater pump and its water supplies, the ability to 
manually throttle the atmospheric steam dumps, and primary inventory 
makeup and seal injection capability of a charging pump from the 
opposite unit (via the installed cross connect), the time available 
to restore AC power is not limited. As stated in the response to 
Item A, if both units have lost AC power, the time available is 
limited to approximately 14 hours due to primary system inventory 
losses. 

However, when considering the two hour availability of DC power and 
the instrumentation lost if DC power is lost, and the requirement to 
have at least one bank of pressurizer heaters available within one 
hour after entering natural circulation (to prevent a deterioration 
of primary pressure), it seems prudent to · estimate that approxi
mately one hour is available to restore AC power to at least one 
emergency bus. This action may be accomplished with an emergency 
diesel or by any one of several methods outlined in Abnormal Proce
dure 10.6. 

It should be noted that one of the objectives in the Loss of AC 
Emergency Procedures (being developed by the Westinghouse Owners 
Group)is to provide guidance on DC power load shedding in order to 
extend battery life as long as possible for instrumentation 
purposes. 

ITEM C: The actions for restoring offsite AC power in the event of a loss 
of the grid. 

RESPONSE: The actions necessary to restore offsite power in the event of a 
loss of the grid are discussed in Abnormal Procedure 10.2 
Restoration of Switchyard. Further offsite switching, if neces
sary, will be accomplished as per the directive of the system oper
ator. 

ITEM D: The actions for restoring offsite AC power when its loss is due to 
postulated onsite equipment failures. 

RESPONSE: The actions required to restore offsite AC power lost because of on
site failures are accomplished by isolating the failed equipment 
from offsite power and reinstating the equipment as per the appro
priate Abnormal Procedure. If the failure occurs in the switchyard, 
Abnormal Procedure 10. 2 exists for isolating the faulted bus and 
energizing the appropriate station busses as required. 
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Alternate methods for powering station service, reserve station 
service, emergency and vital AC and DC busses exist within the 
procedures now available to the operator. With four emergency 
diesels available (two for each unit) and with at least a seven day 
fuel supply available for two of them (more is readily available), 
ample time is available for restoring offsite power. In addition, 
the means are available to power any emergency bus with any one 
available emergency diesel generator. This may require temporary 
modifications to station equipment and protection logic requiring 
an approved safety analysis prior to implementation if not already 
addressed in Abnormal Procedures. 

The actions necessary to restore emergency onsite AC power. The 
actions required to restart diesel generators should include consid
eration of loading sequence and the unavailability of AC power. 

RESPONSE: The actions necessary to restore emergency onsite power are 
described in Operating Procedure 6. 0 and Abnormal Procedure 10. 6. 
Consideration is given to starting and loading each emergency diesel 
and tranferring to. the appropriate bus as required. The Abnormal 
Procedure describes several methods that are available to power up 
a dead emergency bus either with or without offsite power. As 
previously mentioned, the capability exists to power up any emer
gency bus of either unit with any emergency diesel. 

Each diesel is supplied with starting air from an electric motor and 
an auxiliary diesel driven air compressor which branches into redun
dant air supplies. Diesel generator control power is provided by a 
125VDC battery located near each diesel engine set, so AC power to 
start and load the diesel is not required. 

The sequence in which the emergency diesel loads the bus is an 
automatic function. DC power is used to power the diesel loading 
sequence relays. Further discussions of actions necessary to 
restore AC emergency onsite power and precautions necessary to 
prevent subsequent equipment damge is discussed in Abnormal Proce
dure 10.6 and Operating Procedure 6.0. 

ITEM F: Consideration of the availability of emergency lighting and any 
actions required to provide such lighting, in equipment areas where 
operator or maintenance actions may be necessary. 

RESPONSE: Emergency lighting is provided by the 125VDC busses of both units. 
Each unit supplies, through its DC busses, lighting to both the 
auxiliary building and the control room. Each unit separately 
provides lighting to its respective emergency diesel rooms, reactor 
containment, and turbine building. Unit 1 only supplies emergency 
lighting to the auxiliary boiler room and service building. 
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In addition, all vital areas have emergency battery packs installed 
to provide at least 1.5 to 2 hours of lighting. This is essentially 
egress and ingress lighting. Furthermore, batteries, flashlights, 
and mobile light stands (for outside lighting) are available if 
necessary. 

ITEM G: Precautions to prevent equipment damage during the return to normal 
operating conditions following restoration of AC power. For 
example, the limitations and operating sequence requirements which 
following an extended loss of seal injection water should be 
considered in the recovery procedures. 

RESPONSE: Abnormal Procedure 10 is a common procedure used to identify and 
restore power lost partially or completely to either unit. After 
directing the operator in energizing the failed bus or busses, the 
procedure instructs the operator to return the affected equipment 
to normal with the applicable operating procedures. Each operating 
procedure, including the one covering reactor coolant pumps has a 
precaution section to address limitations and operating require
ments. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

SURRY POWER STATION 
RESPONSE TO GENERIC LETTER 81-04 

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES AND TRAINING FOR STATION BLACKOUT EVENTS 

RESPONSE: The necessary actions to be performed for a loss of ALL AC is being 
worked on by the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) , Procedure Sub
committee. The NRC was informed on 2/20/81 of this action and it 
was agreed upon by those in attendance. In-place procedures for 
blackout (AP-11) and restoration of transmission systems (AP-26) are 
adequate. We have no procedure for the loss of all AC· at the 
present time. 

ITEM A: 

ITEM B: 

ITEM C: 

ITEM D: 

ITEM E: 

To address the noted consideration the following is provided: 

AP-11, Station Blackout, provides the immediate and long term 
actions to be taken in the event of a complete loss of normal and 
reserve station power. With only DC power available, the only 
equipment operable would be the steam driven auxiliary feedwater 
pump for maintaining makeup to the steam generators and the 
instrumentation supplied by the two vital busses whose power is 
supplied by DC/AC inverters. There would be DC lube oil pump oil 
supply to the main turbine and seal oil pump oil supply to the main 
turbine and seal of the system for the main generator. Thus, only 
natural circulation of reactor coolant would be possible and makeup 
to the primary would require restoration of power to the AC emer
gency busses from a diesel or offsite source. The in-place proce
dure (AP-11) infers the effort must be to do what is necessary to 
energize the AC emergency busses. 

Without an additional event like a LOCA, SBLOCA, LOSC, or S/G tube 
leak and with the availability of auxiliary feedwater for decay 
heat removal, several hours water inventory is available. However, 
this time.must be confirmed by analysis. The WOG effort is working 
to obtain this information. 

AP-26, Transmission System Restoration, provides for the trans
mission system restoration adequately. 

AP-10, Partial Loss of Reserve Station Service, provides for the 
recovery of loss of offsite power to the reserve station service 
busses as a result of the postulated onsite equipment failures. 

As previously described, the actions necessary in the event of the 
loss of emergency onsite AC power are under study by the WOG, and 
will be one of the next guideline procedures to come out of-the WOG 
Procedures Subcommittee. A study to determine emergency diesel 
loading requirements is underway. The results will be available 
by October 1, 1981. In the interim, procedures direct the operator 
to strip the large loads on a diesel which has failed to start or 
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stopped during operation. When the diesel has started, it is 
loaded manually with the required loads to combat the situation at 
hand. The installation of cross connects on the CVC system for 
primary makeup capability and the installed auxiliary feedwater 
cross-connect system for S/G secondary coolant makeup provides 
additional backup systems, which provide protection for both units 
as long as at least one emergency diesel generator is available 
after a station blackout has occurred. · 

ITEM F: The emergency lighting availability was looked at as part of the 
fire review and additional lighting was added where required. All 
emergency lighting is fed from a DC source of power. 

ITEM G: Existing procedures, RCP operating procedures, Precautions and 
Limitations (OP-5.2) require either component cooling or seal 
injection in operation before the pump is to be started. These 
loads are supplied from the emergency bus and would thus be avail
able before power is available to operate the RCP's. 

TRAINING: Decay heat removal following a loss of all AC power has been 
discussed during the First Retraining Session of 1981. A proce
dure review and simulator exercises involving the postulated loss 
of all AC power will be completed by all licensed personnel by the 
end of retraining session number 3. 




